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6.5 GALLON FOUNDRY

BLICHMANN ENGINEERING
The ANVIL Foundry™ is the most versatile allin-one brewing system available. From the triple
element, low-watt-density, dual-voltage heaters
for blazing-fast heating speeds, to the unique
high-flow grain basket, you won’t find a more
powerful feature-rich product.

MUNTONS RECIPE KITS

MUNTONS MALTED INGREDIENTS, INC.
A new line of recipe kits made with Muntons
premium range of British malts, liquid extract,
and spraymalt, that also include hops and
yeast. Assembled and distributed by Homebrew
Wholesale, these classic style kits were developed
in collaboration with the experts at Muntons. Look
for Muntons Recipe Kits at a homebrew shop near
you and TXBrewing.com.

Holiday GIFT GUIDE 2020

PROPPER SELTZER™
YEAST NUTRIENT
OMEGA YEAST

Specially formulated: Ferments hard seltzer fast,
using beer yeast!

// $35.99 (6 PACK)
FREE SHIPPING
propperseltzer.com

// $274.99
Use code: AHAGIFT20 for 20% Off
anvilbrewing.com/-p/anv-foundry-6.5.htm

// $29.99 + UP
Buy 2 get 1 free with promo code AHA2020
txbrewing.com/beer-and-wine-kits/beeringredient-kits/extract-kits.html

SQUAREONE

RING OF FIRE

Meet SQUAREONE - The best brew lover’s holiday
gift ever! This mini-keg holds 128 oz. of beer, cider,
wine, kombucha, or cold brew and uses standard CO₂
cartridges, keeping your beverages fresh and flowing
for days. SquareOne fits on the shelf of almost
any refrigerator and is perfect for golfing, boating,
camping, or parties. It fills-cleans just like a growler.

Cut your time to boil and fuel by 20% with the
Ring of Fire. Our patented heat-controlling links
adjust to any size pot and hold the heat against
the sides of your kettle, improving your time to
boil and fuel efficiency. An accessory that pays
for itself. Great for homebrewers and professional
brewery pilot systems.

// $199.00

// $120.00

// $19.95

Now $179 with promo code GETSQUARE
thesquarekeg.com/product/square-one-mini-keg

Free shipping on every order
wildmanindustrial.com

BrewersPublications.com/seltzer

SQUARE KEG

HomebrewersAssociation.org

WILD MAN INDUSTRIAL

HOW TO MAKE HARD SELTZER:
REFRESHING RECIPES
FOR SPARKLING LIBATIONS
BY CHRIS COLBY
BREWERS PUBLICATIONS®

This first comprehensive guide to making hard
seltzer includes recipes with a range of ABVs,
low-Calorie options, and neutral bases to add your
own flavors—perfect for homebrewers!
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